Book Covers (matching front and back covers, separated from the book block and spine, sized 5.5 x 8.5 inches or smaller). *Choose a cover that you like as much of it will show on your completed book.

Cardstock (approximately 12 sheets sized 8.5 x 11 inch in your choice of color)

Adhesive (PVA, matte medium, and/or glue sticks are recommended)

Paper (an assortment of decorative paper, ephemera, magazine and pages, hand painted paper, etc)

Scissors or craft knife/cutting mat

Ruler

Awl

Bone folder (optional)

Flotsam & Jetsam (decorating your pages and your cover is where your personality will come out. Bring in your choice of alphabet and design rubber/clear stamps plus assorted ink pads, alphabet and design rub ons, favorite pens and markers, ephemera, hand painted papers, scraps of fabric, washi and/or masking tape, your own small drawings, magazine clippings of images and text, etc. You can also bring lightweight metal pieces for your cover)

Optional fabrics for collage or for the actual pages:
If you would like to experiment with including some fabric pages, consider sturdy fabrics such as artist’s canvas or duck, or plan on fusing together two layers of cotton by using fusible web. Non-wovens such as Lutrador or Pellon interfacing. Scraps of lightweight painted, dyed or printed fabrics can be collaged or used as a base for additional surface design